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Dry ice blasting machine for sale uk

Optimal dry ice blasting is birmingham's first dedicated dry ice blasting company with more than 20 years of experience in decontamination, industrial cleaning, surface preparation, recovery and disaster relief work. Centrally based, Optimum provides a good geographic base and our fully trained, mobile
crews are able to provide reactive services anywhere in the UK. Dry ice blasting is a coating edge, a non-abrasive alternative to traditional sand blasting, sand blasting and blasting. Dry ice blasting can be used for cleaning: Machines, Fire damage, Foundries, Masonry, Kitchen, Automotive, Construction
works, Petrochemical industry, Graffiti removal, Cleaning industrial equipment, Food industry, Cleaning printing machines, Tank cleaning, Railway industry and heritage restoration. Want to know more? Call us today and ask about Ian or, click here for some frequently asked questions about dry ice
blasting. Dry ice Pelletizer Asco A55P Bmfumgxiid Status: excellent Year of construction: 2017 P/N: S/N 17-001-08 Running time: 36 Ready to work. The video of how it works is recorded. Pick-up or drop-off is possible from Oberhausen 46047, Germany. With TRANSFORMER, minimize the loss
(evaporation) of dry ice. This powerful dry ice blasting machine using dry ice nuggets and climbs for cleaning! Cnyf0rqo8 Innovative grinder (!) and supersonic nozzles (!) allow for ultra-aggressive and gentle cleaning. Features: up to 12 atm; up to 10,000 L/min, up to 120 kg/hour. Bpvkqjplu3 With 5m 1/2
blast hose, pistol and round nozzle, 10m compressed air hose. Air hose connection: 10m 3/4 claw Air pressure: Min. 2 bar, max. 10 bar Airflow range: 0.6-8 m³/min. Power supply: 110V-230V/AC50-60 Hz Delivery possible. Preferred is a pick-up by house freight forwarding agency! Dry Ice Jet 6000s
special feature Dry Ice Jet 6000 series is subject to continuous process improvement and is of higher quality and more efficient than conventional blasting machines. Quality: Stainless steel frame designed for reliability and durability Control panel: User-friendly and simple options for adjusting beam
parameters Safety instructions: To eliminate possible risks Dry ice and air outlet: Air inlet on the back, here comes the output on the Control connectio blast gun... Innovative jump in dry ice blasting. Aquila Triventek proudly introduces a new generation of dry ice blasting machines. The device is
characterized by a very good price-performance ratio. The BL25 MINI is a professional unit that has been developed for small but frequent cleaning work. With our special nozzles, we achieve higher cleaning efficiency at lower pressure, even below 5 bar low noise levels. Bl25 MINI is suitable for both
heavy pollution and special cleaning work. I... SMART IND is an industrial dry ice tearing machine capable of handling even the most demanding surface applications that require high compressed air consumption and offer real professional performance. This machine is the strongest and most durable
machine in the ICEsonic SMART series. Smart IND is ready for every challenge. Subvvw 1 Stk. ICEsonic Smart Proffesional 1 Stk. Abrasive Dry Ice Blaster SMART Professional Dry Ice will surprise you with its cleaning power. Powerful compressed air cleaning 300 l / min. Minimal investment, ideal for
any workshop or company that already owns a compressor. The IcEsonic SMART dry ice blaster was awarded at the 61st Annual Grammy Awards. Bdtvgb7kwj - Powerful system with one hose - Low air consumption (varies according to the size of the nozzle) - Higher at ... Manufacture! For personal use!
for commercial retailers! Production directly for companies! Dry Ice Production Systems Pelletizer machine designation from AT 120 - 1000! Production on request: 120 - 1000 kg per hour! Semi-automatic, Manuel change to die! Matrix optional in 1.7-16mm Upgrade to touch panel! More machines! Fully
automatic! Die change automatically! Production of dry ice 1.7-16 mm (pellets / nuggets) Block ice production 1 - 5 kg! Block dimensions: 200x100x30 - ... TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS: 2m3xfnkqf Dimensions (LxWxH): 700 x 530 x 1100 mm Weight: 88 kg Container capacity: 23 kg Dry ice
consumption: 30 - 80 kg / h Air connection: 3/4 Air volume: 2-12 m3 / min Air pressure: 1-80 kg / h 14 bar Power supply: 110/230 V - 50/60 Hz Attached load: 750W Description: User-friendly control panel/control • easy handling • one hose system • Light weight • Easy handling • top air/dry ice speed •
Compact low-weight design • easy transport • easy transport • Large, i. It's not like SMART PRO is a lightweight dry ice nozzle for typical applications using conventional size compressors. This dry ice blaster surprises you with its cleaning power, which uses just 10 cubic feet of air (300 l) per minute. It is
easy to use, ensures no clogging and is built with high quality. Smart Professional won the award at the 61st Annual Academy Awards. The B0isuo7q ICEsonic SMART Industrial Smart Industrial Smart Industrial industrial is able to handle the most demanding surface preparation, requires higher
compressed air consumption and provides real professional performance. Air intake 0.5 m3 / min. (17 cfm) to 4.5 m³ / min. (160 cfm) and maximum dry ice consumption 90 kg / h (200 lbs / h). TECHNOLOGY Ig9pwcd2w - Powerful single-pipe radiator - Dry ice pellet size from 1.5 mm to 3 mm (1/16 to 1/8)
- Low air consumption (varies in nozzle size) from 10 donkeys (at 15... ICEsonic SMART HD (Heavy Duty) Powerful compressed air cleaning 300 l / min. The SMART HD dry ice cleaning machine is made of stainless steel construction with high-quality components for long-term operation and applications
in various industries. They are mobile for easy transport and withstand a hostile work environment. TECHNOLOGY Powerful Single The action uses the size of dry ice pellets from 1/16 to 1/8 (1.5 mm to 3 mm) low air consumption (varies according to nozzle size) from 10 cfm (at... Smart Professional dry
ice blaster surprises you with its cleaning performance. Powerful compressed air cleaning 300 l / min. Minimal investment, ideal for any workshop or company that already owns a compressor. ICEsonic SMART dry ice blaster Vsno9u was awarded at the 61st Annual 2015 World Cup. - Powerful single
hose system - Low air consumption (varies according to nozzle size) - Higher printability - up to 175psi (12 bar) - Variable dry ice dispenser - up to 25... The cryonomic COB dry ice blasting machine was originally designed mainly for use with factory air (7bar). The only hose system for focalized and
medium-sized cleaning. A combination of high performance with low air consumption along with light and easy handling. With integrated patented dry ice cleaning technology, ®. Each dry ice blasting machine offers unparalleled performance even in the most demanding conditions. Cryonomic dry ice
cleaning COB62 is unique in cryonomic dry ice cleaning technology. With the larger COB62 Plus, a measured amount of abrasive can be added to the dry ice stream for more aggressive cleaning. Such as removing rust, paint and when preparing the surface for re-coating. Through an adaptive, optional
module that can be either on the back or separately from the blasting unit. The best product to use with this COB dry ice blasting machine is our 3mm dry ice pellets to get the best finished result. The COB dry ice blasting machine range consists of 2 types of robust and compact blasters with one hose:
Both of these dry ice blasting machines have blast pressure regulators, nanometers and compressed air intakes. They also have options for dry ice or air-only blasting, depending on your requirements. The quickie nozzle can be replaced in seconds, without the need for external tools. The handle is also
ergonomic, impact-resistant and thermoplastic for easy and eco-friendly blast cleaning. Innovative jump in dry ice blasting. Aquila Triventek proudly introduces a new generation of dry ice blasting machines. The device is characterized by a very good price-performance ratio. The BL25 MINI is a
professional unit that has been developed for small but frequent cleaning work. Y8jpl8ou With our special nozzles, we achieve higher cleaning efficiency at lower pressure, even below 5 bar with low noise level. Bl25 MINI is suitable for both heavy pollution and special cleaning... With TRANSFORMER,
minimize the loss (evaporation) of dry ice. This powerful dry ice blasting machine using dry ice nuggets and climbs for cleaning! Innovative sander (!) and supersonic nozzles (!) allow for ultra-aggressive and gentle cleaning. Features: up to 12 atm; up to 10,000 L/min, up to 120 kg/hour. Cnyf0rqo8 CE
components inside TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS: Dimensions (LxWxH): 700 x x 1100 mm 2m3xfnkqf Weight: 88 kg Container capacity: 23 kg Dry ice consumption: 30 - 80 kg / h Air connection: 3/4 Air volume: 2-12 m3 / min Air pressure: 1-14 bar Power supply 110/5 230 V - 50/60 Hz Attached load:
750W Description: User-friendly control panel / control • easy handling • one hose system • Light weight • Easy handling • top air/dry ice speed • Compact low-weight design • easy transport • easy to move • Large, i. It's not like Demonstration unit with only 8 operating hours. Almost new. Bpvkqjplu3 With
5m 1/2 blast hose, pistol and round nozzle, 10m compressed air hose. Air hose connection: 10m 3/4 claw Air pressure: Min. 2 bar, max. 10 bar Airflow range: 0.6-8 m³/min. Power supply: 110V-230V/AC50-60 Hz Delivery possible. Preferred is a pick-up by house freight forwarding agency! 1 Stk. ICEsonic
Smart Proffesional 1 Stk. Abrasive blasting dry ice Blaster SMART Professional dry ice will surprise you with its cleaning performance. Powerful compressed air cleaning 300 l / min. Minimal investment, ideal for any workshop or company that already owns a compressor. The IcEsonic SMART dry ice
blaster was awarded at the 61st Annual Grammy Awards. - Powerful system with one hose - Low air consumption (varies according to nozzle size) - Higher -... ICEsonic SMART Industrial Smart Industrial Smart Industrial printing is able to handle the most demanding surface preparation, requires higher
compressed air consumption and provides true professional performance. Air intake 0.5 m3 / min. (17 cfm) to 4.5 m³ / min. (160 cfm) and maximum dry ice consumption 90 kg / h (200 lbs / h). TECHNOLOGY - Powerful single-pipe radiator - Dry ice pellet size from 1.5 mm to 3 mm (1/16 to 1/8) - Low air
consumption (varies according to nozzle size) from 10 cfm (at 15 psi) to 5... Dry Ice Jet 6000s special feature Dry Ice Jet 6000 series is subject to continuous process improvement and is of higher quality and more efficient than conventional blasting machines. Bgsxcni9ff Quality: Stainless steel frame
designed for reliability and durability Control panel: User-friendly and simple options to adjust beam parameters Safety instructions: To eliminate possible risks Dry ice and air outlet: Air inlet on the back, here comes the output on the Contro blast gun ... Horizontal flat glass washing machine used for
washing and polishing glass from the top and bottom. The pad consists of the following zones: 1. Section 2 removal of powder spray. 2 x TOP &amp; 2 x BOTTOM washing machine section using disc brushes with 4 mixing tanks of heated water and compressed air mixing 3. Rinse the section with the Air
Barrier Nowgb 4. 1. ROTARY BRUSH SECTION WITH 1 TOP &amp; 1 BOTTOM CYL BRUSHES 5. Air barrier 6. 2. and 3. rotary brush section with cylindrical brushes 7. Top &amp; Bot Rinsing Section... Working width 1300 mm Be23vc8xkk Material thickness 0.5-170 mm Delivery time about 6-8 weeks
from the date of placing the order Working Material thickness 1300 mm: 0.5-170 mm Belt Belt 1,320 x 2,200 mm Two speeds: 2.5/19 m/min Engine: 1.5 kW Suction volume: 6,000 m3/h Length: 1.560 mm Depth: 1,740 mm Height: 2,250 mm Weight: approx. 2500 kg G135 DRY is suitable for cutting
plasma and flame system with useful working width up to 1300 mm and thickness up to 170 mm.... Automatic spray machine type Dualtech 415-Dry-SBC (without guns and pumps) The machine is suitable for applying glue, stains, base and topcoats on every type of surface. Input conveyor Roller
conveyor is located on the input side for workpiece load. Paper strip with unwinding and unwinding system The machine is equipped with a motorized synthetic band covered with a paper band (synthetic film material can also be used). The belt is equipped with two trapezoids... - serial number: 1094/03
P. - new chrome rollers and water heaters/boiler - working light/lamp: 106 cm - max. lamination size: 102 cm - min. leaf size: 30 x 32 cm - max. sheet size: 106 x 143 cm - max. Production speed: 60 - mechanical speed: 60 Dxfl8e - max. number of copies per hour: 8500 - installed power: 35 kW - working
power: 20/25 kW - dimensions: 2100 x 6500 x 2050 [cm] Soda blasting machine, 50L blasting pot + saf SODA blasting machine 50 l blasting pot with operator safety low pressure blasting pot made to meet industry requirements. - 50 liter blast pot, - Suction, cover - Wheels, - VALVE LARK Thompson, -
Burkert remote control valve, - LARK CLX deadman handle, - Twin line hose, 15m, - Parts that connect the valve to the blast pot, - Shock absorber, - Control system, - Separators, - Pneumatic vibrator, - Glycerine manometers, - M-FLEX blast hose DN 19, 10m - LARK CQN - 3/4 clutch, - LARK N...
Working width 300 mm Material thickness 0.5-160 mm Delivery time about 6-8 weeks from the date of placing the order Working width: 300 mm Material thickness: 0.5 - 160 mm Belt dimensions: 320 x 1 ,900 mm Two revolutions: 5/10 m/min Engine: Suction volume 0.75 kW: 2,000 m3/h Length: 1.430
mm Depth: 860 mm Height: 2100 mm Weight: approx. 610 kg Finishing machine for metal surfaces with working width up to 300 mm and material thickness up to 160 mmIdeally suitable for narrow parts and boiling... Soda blasting machine, 50L blast pot SODA BLASTING MACHINE 50 L blasting pot - 50
liter blast pot, - Seed, cover, - Wheels, - VALVE LARK Thompson, - Burkert remote control valve, - LARK CLX deadman handle, - Twin line hose, 15m - Parts that connect the valve with the blasting pot, - Shock absorber, - Regulators, - Separators, Pneumatic willows, - Glycerin manmeters. On request
with watter nozzle for dust-free blasting. For soda blasting machine we recommend individual training. Certificates: Soda sandblasting set meets all legal re... Soda blasting machine, 100L blasting pot SODA blasting machine 100 liters blasting pot - 100 liters blasting pot, - Seed, cover - Wheels, - LARK
Thompson valve, - Burkert remote control valve, - LARK CLX, deadman handle - Twin line hose, 15m - which connect the valve with the blast furnace, Bbg8nc32zn - Silencer, - Regulators, - Separators, - Pneumatic vibrator, - Glycerine manometers. On request with watter nozzle for dust-free blasting. For
soda blasting machine we recommend individual free training - you are welcome to visit us in Str... Soda blasting machine, 100L blasting pot + saf SODA blasting machine 100 l blasting pot with operator safety low pressure blasting pot made to meet industry requirements. - 100 litre pot, - Mains, cover -
Water separator CAF-3, - Wheels, - VALVE LARK Thompson, - Valve remote control Burkert, - DEAD MAN HANDLE LARK CLX, - Double hose, 15m, - Parts that connect the valve to the blasting pot, - Shock absorber, - Control system, - Separators, - Pneumatic vibrator, - Glycerine manometers, - M-
FLEX blast hose DN 19, 10m - LARK CQN ... We offer hanging blasting equipment SIRSI METALLISATOR, type - SELBA 0-8 TR SM 260. Year of production 2009. The size of the perched chamber is: width - 800 mm, height - 1500 - 1600 mm. Sweeping equipment with 8 sweeping turbines and
frequency converters - (speed control). Each throwing wheel with a power of 5.5 kW. The device includes a filtration unit with a capacity of 7000 m3 / hour. Number of hanging hooks - 28 pieces, travel speed - 2.9 m / min. Equipment with complete drawing d... Injection housing / beam machine ISK802
Working area B = depth 1200 mm = height 880 mm = 745 mm. Energy consumption Vbytf83z approx. 0.6 KWh Practical jet cabin. With lightweight gas pressure, gelnk's two folding door flaps in the open position offer a perfect free front and allow heavier workpieces to be loaded using a forklift or crane. If
you have questions about technical specifications, etc. The basis of the machines is production in the großenlü... Dry ice Pelletizer Asco A55P Status: excellent Year of construction: 2017 P/N: S/N 17-001-08 Running time: 36 Bmfumgxiid Ready to work. The video of how it works is recorded. Pick-up or
drop-off is possible from Oberhausen 46047, Germany. On behalf of the butcher's shop for the purchase of larger equipment: • Ice machines in very good condition • Manufacturer Funk, Kehl, Germany • Type F 300 Easy Clean • Year of construction 2011 • Current new price approx. Euro 7 000.- net •
Maximum daily ice output 260 to 300 kg • Maximum daily water consumption 0.26 to 0.30 cubic meters • Water supply temperature higher than 7 ° C, optimally 16 ° C • Water pressure 0.2 to 10 bar • Ambient temperature + 7 to +32 ° C, optimally ... Wet sanding unit, Sanding unit - PRESSURE BLASTING
UNIT SAPIMasch. No. 43207 Year of construction 1989My size 140 liters in a row. operating overpressure 10 barIt takes about 3000 liters/min.length of the hose about 8 m- Valve opens and closes by pneumatic operation on the blast nozzle - Sandblasting protective hood with compressed air connection
- Complete system installed on metal with fork pockets - Accessories such as connecting pieces for blasting nozzles at t... De IBIX 9F2 is een professionele en multifunctionele straalketel. verwerkt alle soorten harde straalmiddel werkdruk instelbaar van 0.1 tot 8 bar. Ook bij een lage werkdruk een mooie
egale straal Compleet geleverd met lichtgewicht straalpistool en nozzle naar keuze. Maarst 5 jaar fabrieksgarantie Ontwikkeld voor professioneel intensief gebruik. Word veel ingezet voor: Meubels ontlakken / waslagen verwijderen Graffiti verwijderen Roest verwijderen Kijk voor meer informatie z een
vrijblijvende de... Slingshot wheels type suspension line type 1.15 2T Using Dundy 1000mm Houldn 1500 load 500kg with 2 hours suspension wheels 7.5kW with filtration system and spring dust filter. If you have questions about technical specifications, etc., please contact us in writing or by phone. The
basis of the machines has been production in the Grossenlueder area since 1971. Harth &amp; Seifert-Georg Fischer-Schiffmann and Seidl-Oliver Fritz GmbH &amp; Co. Kg with long-term known contacts. Ba7qltg8d7 Blasting engine room with dimensions of 4500x5500 mm, door 5100 mm, crane hook
40 tons, 9x11kW Rutten turbine, dust filter 30,000 m3/h, 40 kW. The workpiece is hung on a swivel hook or inserted into the basket. Cxd2afv0 This is a used langheinz L 130 ice water machine (built in 2011) for sale. The machine is checked and fully functional. The machine is in very good condition. -
recommended dose size up to: 40 litres Bolprzkcud - Continuous power: 70 litres/hour (at +17.5°C and +2.5°C input) - Maximum cooling capacity: 230 litres/hour (at inlet +17.5°C and +2.5°C) - 230 volts, 50 Hz - Refrigerant: R 134 A - External dimensions: length: 560mm, width: 590mm, height: 900mm
Price on request. Hunziker Blast wheel via blasting machine Blasting machine Working range approx. 250 w * 280 l. 2 * blasting wheel 7.5 kw used for cleaning brass castings/ moldings if needed with new segments of conveyor (belt) Suexh Flakes ice machine Hozh type: FM-120DE Stainless steel
version Ice making 125 kg / 24h Container 36 kg Dimensions: 640 x 600 x 798-833 mm Refrigerant R 134a Connection 220V, ready to connect Used machine cleaned and inspected by Gwslcg Come to our sales center with baking equipment and many bakery machines. Blasting machine OMSG Lauco
60 FAC Year of manufacture: 2011 Used machine. Fully functional. Next description: New turbines. Internal plating completely replaced (material X120Mn12). Hours worked: 1197 Serial number: 11693 Number of turbines: 4 Turbine power: 4 kW Ground clearance: 800x450mm Roller tables: Input: 12m
roller conveyor Mnw8j3g Outlet: 12m roller conveyor Documentation: electrical diagram, Manual disassembly and loading: included is used funk flake led machine type F 160 (BJ 2010) for sale. The machine is fully functional and in good condition. Bolpi2gz2f Power: 160kg in 24 hours Video can be
uploaded on demand. Price on request. Make: Calumatic Automatic 1 dry vacuum closing machine head Model: STV-1 Capacity: up to 1500 glasses per hour Frame: stainless steel 1.4301 (AISI 304) Dimensions: L x W x H = 3300 x 13000 x 2500mm Weight: 750Kg Power: 380 Volt - 50 Hz - - 4.5 KW
Features: stainless steel switchboard and Iqh7yqr rotary fill Tools: machine equipped with tools for size 1 container and 1 cap size for customers specifications Ice blasting unit from Südstrahl - made in Germany Bm38l27y9h Our powerjet series of dry ice blasters provide even more power with ice
permeability of 40 to 150 kg/hour. Thanks to the efficient single-tube system, a very strong jet beam can be produced, with which even the most resistant impurities can be removed. The new range will fit a device that is suitable for you in the range of 1 m³ - 20 m³ of air volume and air pressure from 3 to



max. Select 20 bars. SMART IND is an industrial dry ice air blaster that is able to handle the most demanding surface preparation applications that require high compressed air consumption and offer true professional performance. This machine is the strongest and most durable machine in the ICEsonic
SMART series. Smart IND is ready for every challenge. Subvvw The 115 PB pressure blasting system with an efficient pressure blasting system is particularly suitable for work where high removal speed is indispensable. Optionally available turntables allow you to process even heavy workpieces without
any problems. sandmaster offers pressure blasting machine type 115 PB as the exclusive representative of sandmaster in the area of Baden-Württemberg as IS Zubehör GmbH. sandmaster pressure blasting system - pressure blasting system with 25l boiler - hig... Dry ice pelletizer Südstrahl Made in
Germany prodce up to 120 kg of dry ice pellets per hour. Since solid dry ice evaporates over time, it is important to produce and process this just in time. This makes your request independent of the dry ice supplier or long shipping time. With the new SDPP120 pelletizer, you can remove dry ice pellets
within 5 minutes and immediately insert them into the blasting machine. So you have the quality of dry ice in your hand - no sticking, crumbling or losing d... SMART PRO is a lightweight dry ice nozzle for typical applications using conventional size compressors. This dry ice blaster surprises you with its
cleaning power, which uses just 10 cubic feet of air (300 l) per minute. It is easy to use, ensures no clogging and is built with high quality. B0isuo7q Smart Professional won the award at the 61st Annual Academy Awards. Thanks to the consistent use of high-quality materials such as stainless steel and
carbide, the 75 IN MEDICA injection unit sets new standards in the field of manual processing of medical parts. The type 75 IN MEDICA blasting unit, equipped with self-cleaning filter cartridges and efficient preparation of the blasting agent, is extremely reliable in operation and achieves a high degree of
Reproducibility. There are a number of options that cover a wide range of customer requirements. ... ...
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